Endeavour Community Council
10/8/2019
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•

Welcome - Also in attendance – Stephanie Blaisdell

•

Minutes Approval - motion approved

•

Accreditation – It’s done! The general feeling was positive. The fellow that came was a former
administrator from Alabama and couldn’t give much in the way of feedback. He did make a
couple of positive comments, such as wishing his grandkids could attend our school, and when
you see good teaching, you know it. Way to go Endeavour!

•

Stephanie Blaisdell- Art Project

It was so good to have Stephanie Blaisdell in the meeting to discuss her vision for this art
project. Her over arching theme is “experience over things”. After much discussion and ideas, the
general consensus was that we want some kind of mosaic-type display that each student could be apart
of. Parent member Stacie Dorius was assigned to oversee the project and work with Mrs. Blaisdell to get
going on the project in order to meet the proposed March 6th deadline, which is the date of the 10 year
birthday party. With the help of others, Stacie will be reaching out to Artists in Residence to find artist
who are used to working with a group like our student body and to get ideas and quotes on what
something like this might cost. The first deadline will be November 12th (the date of our next regular
meeting) to have gotten bids and ideas from different artists and have chosen an artist and have a
general idea of what the project will look like.
•

Endeavour Birthday Party- March 6, 2020

Prior to the meeting, the date of March 6, 2020 was voted on approved as the date for our Endeavour
Birthday party. During the meeting, it was decided that the event would be 1:30-3:00 with the ribbon
cutting and time capsule ceremony to take place at 2 pm. The following subcommittees were formed:
o

o
o
o
o

o

Advertising – Barbara – get the word out; unique invitation or tagline, something that
will be ready to go out in next month’s PTA newsletter; how can we get the word out to
alumni?
Decorations – A'Neil and Michelle – balloons and etc.
Presentation – Vanessa and Cindy - Marci Lowe has written a song for the 10th birthday;
get a group of kids together to perform
Visual arts – Elizabeth – will work with Melanie (the art teacher)
Refreshments – Erika and Melissa – Melissa will make and decorate a ceremonial display
birthday cake; Erika will price out sheet cake or another dessert that can be picked up
on the way out and taken with
Other activities – A'Neil – it was discussed that there be different activities in different
galaxies to keep people busy; some suggestions that A’Neil (with the help of others) will
be exploring are a balloonist, magician, face painting, planetarium, etc.

All will be followed up on in the next meeting.
•

Drop off-Pick up

There have been parent complaints of other parents not following the drop-off/pick-up procedures,
specifically in the morning behind the school. Some complaints include parents coming from the North
and pulling up to the curb on the drviers side a letting kids out, u-turns and 3 point turns, etc. We have a
copy of the map of the school with the procedures, and it was decided it would be tweeked and
highlighted and sent back out. There was also talk of a video that was a made a few years ago with a
different principal that will be searched out and possibly used again. The main idea is that we need to
get the word of the procedure out for those who are new or forgotten.

•

Next Meeting: Statewide training will take the place of our meeting for November. It will be
held on November 7th at 7:00 pm at Centennial Jr. High

